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“Strategy is a pattern in
a stream of decisions.”
- Henry Mintzberg
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o What is not a strategy?

o How to turn a strategy into a plan?
o When do you know a strategy is
good?
o Strategy = we are competitive?
o Strategy = digital transformation?
o Strategy = like start-ups?
o Strategy = be innovative?
o First mover vs. Fast follower?(best
beats first)
o Strategy: Customer intimacy, Cost

leadership, Niche?
© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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Strategy – where we are now, our goal and approach. The horizon of the
strategy can be short (weeks), mid-term (up to one year), longer term
(multiyear)
1

3

2
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1. Where we are now?

3. What do we need to achieve our goal?

2. Where do we want to go?
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Decision makers face big challenges in these times: strategies, tactics and
operations are all mixed up

Strategy

Tactics
Operations
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The key starting questions is what are our goals for the next 6-12 months?
OUR CORE BUSINESS GOALS:
1.

Rapid growth for market share and market closure

2.

Profit optimization for company sale

3.

Company transformation for survival

4.

Do we want 5%

5.

How do we see ourselves on the long term (5, 10, 15 years in a market ecosystem?)

6.

What do we need to do today (investment in technology, research, staff / competencies) to be
competitive (= survive) in 5 years?
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or 50% growth next year?
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Attitude towards strategy / plans is defining how the plan is prepared,
contextualized and formalized
• Formal vs. informal strategy
• Extensive documents vs. short strategies
• Short-term strategies (= next year's budget) vs. long term strategy
• Survival strategy vs. growth strategy vs. transformation strategy
• The difference between corporations, SMEs, entrepreneurs?
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Example (Slovenia): Sales in the ABC category decreased by 28% (2014/2010). The trend
is alarming and poses a risk to the company. The key question is what are the causes of
the drop in sales and possible measures?

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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Key reasons for lower sales: changes in sales channels and reduced category
(consumer) consumption. Own marketing promo activities negatively affected
sales.
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Levers for revenue growth:
1. cooperation with sales and distribution
partners,
2. addressing consumers (PR, etc.).
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Leverage for profit:
1. promotion optimization,
2. portfolio optimization.
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“The essence of
strategy is choosing
what not to do.”
- Michael Porter
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Three key elements of a good strategy
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Diagnosis is the basis and the first step for preparation of options. At the
end a decision is made on the most appropriate plan of actions and
followed by implementation.

Guidelines and decision

Diagnosis

Assumptions

Research

Option selection

Implementation
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What is happening in the environment in which we operate and how are
we prepared for a change?

What is most likely to happen in our environment?

How can I adapt to change?

Which option will we choose together?

Who is involved in implementation?
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Example (Slovenia, Croatia) (wine producer)

Guidelines and decision

Diagnosis

Assumptions

Research

Options selection

Implementation
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Revenue has grown for
three years, but stopped
in the last year

Saturation in the target
group and existing
channels

Non existing
communication between
marketing and sales

The entire domestic
market will not grow in
the upcoming years

Existing target groups do
not allow for additional
growth in market share

Without collaboration
between mkt and sales
there will be no desired
results

1. Maintain focus on the domestic market vs. penetration abroad
2. Combining the sales and marketing department vs. improving communication processes
3. Production of new products for younger consumers vs. rejuvenation of brands

1. Maintain a share in Slovenia and focus on Croatia through existing partners,
2. Brand rejuvenation and existing products
3. Preparation of adaptation of the organization and communication processes between
marketing and sales
Define: activities, step by step approach for strategy implementation and assign
responsibilities for implementation
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The implementation plan consists of the steps that are necessary to achieve
the desired goal, which was defined in the strategy.
Elements

Key question

Key steps

•
•

What steps do we need to take on the way to the goal?
Do we know the steps, do we know how to make them?

Responsible person

•
•

Who will prepare the implementation plan?
Who will be responsible for implementation according to the action plan?

Timeframe

•
•

What is the time frame of the entire implementation and individual steps?
Who oversees the implementation according to the timeline?

Real plan

•

Is the prepared plan realistic and will we really be able to implement it with the available resources?

•

What are the important milestones of implementation and who checks progress when reaching the
milestone?

Important milestones

Decide on Waterfall vs Lean approach
© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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Waterfall vs Agile approach in selling, example of cross-selling of financial
products to end customers (CEE)
How to implement agile sales
− Approach for first 100 days: go from “what offers work” to
“quick wins” + “removing barriers”
− Start small and scale with time:

Activity

January

February

March

Quick Wins
Removing Barriers
Opportunity to Scale

Three types of syncing meetings
• Daily “stand-up” = call each morning (15 mins)
• Weekly meeting / call (Friday afternoon) (1 hour)
• Monthly reporting to Management (1 hour

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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“Culture eats strategy
for breakfast.”
- Peter Drucker
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Balancing Factually Boring and Creative
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The first step of a structured approach is to choose the most suitable model
EXTERNAL MAKRO AND
MICRO ENVIRONMENT
INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

PESTEL

Longterm
strategy
Strategy
cascade

CORPO STRATEGY
PORTER‘S 5
FORCES

Business model
canvas

BUSINESS
STRATEGY

Partnerships

Digital
MARKETING AND
SALES STRATEGY

4P
BRAND‘S
PYRAMIDE

Branding

Analytics

Product
management

PURCHASE
FUNNEL

Customer
segmentation

Marketing
communication

Channel
management
Sales
management
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Strategy CascadeTM framework

To understand

To define

What are our goals
and aspirations?
vision
and values
 Financial
objectives
 Non-financial
objectives

 Mission,
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To define (high level)

Where to play?

Customers and endconsumers
 Market landscape
 Improvement
opportunities

To define (high level)

How to win in chosen
markets?



Value proposition to
customers
 Sources of defensible
advantage
 Profit model(s)
 Partnerships

What capabilities
must be in place?



Distinctive capabilities
 Enabling operating model
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The Business Model Canvas
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Example 1: In the case of Company A (Cleaning products, Slo), we have
identified growth opportunities using PESTEL analysis
Challenge

Model utilization

• Situation:
• Company A's market share in the market is declining.
(cleaning products)
• Home category sales are declining
• Goal:
• Definition of growth potential (potentially interesting
categories) on the Slovenian market.

P
POLITICAL

E

•

ECONOMIC

S

•

SOCIAL

10% growth in the number of oneperson and small households (up to 3
people) in the last three years.
45% of consumers from small
households in the market miss the offer
of new products within the category

T
TECHNOLOGICAL

Model selection

E
ECOLOGICAL

P

E

S

T

POLITICAL

ECONOMIC

SOCIAL

TECHNOLOGICAL

•

52% of consumers save energy. 80% of
these believe that the products could be
more environmentally friendly.

L
„LEGAL“

E

L

ECOLOGICAL

„LEGAL“

ANALYSIS
There is an unmet need in the market for consumers for the relevant category
of organic products for small households.
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Example 2: In the case of Company B (IT company, Cro), who is losing its
position in the market, we identified the main comparative advantage
using the analysis of Porter's 5 forces
Challenge

Model utilization

• Situation:
• Company B is losing its reputation and position of provider
quality solutions (implementation)
• Company B plans to improve its offering in the
• Goal :
• Preparation of market positioning strategy.

Danger of NEW
COMPETITORS entry
NEGOTIATING POWER OF
SUPPLIERS
Danger of SUBSTITUTES

CUSTOMERS‘ NEGOTIATING
POWER

• Consumers describe competitors
solutions as cheaper, more innovative
and of better quality.

Model selection
COMPETITORS

Danger of NEW
COMPETITORS entry
NEGOTIATING POWER OF
SUPPLIERS

COMPETITORS

Danger of SUBSTITUTES
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CUSTOMERS‘
NEGOTIATING POWER

• New business models in the industry are
putting pressure on both revenue and
profitability.

Explore two alternatives:
1. A different delivery approach to reduce costs and improve delivery (look for
employee engagement, speed, etc.)
2. Enter one of emerging areas, e.g. cloud solutions
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Example 3: For the FMCG manufacturer (SEE), we developed the starting
points for the product and brand portfolio using the 4P model
Challenge

Model utilization

• Situation:
• A range of different brand lines and product portfolio
• Goal :
• Define the starting points for the product and brand
portfolio optimization

Model selection
PRODUCTS
SERVICES

P

P

P

P

PRODUCT

PRICE

PEOPLE

PROCESSES

P

P

P

PLACE

PROMOTION

PHYSICAL EVIDENCES
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Example 4: The power pyramid of the brand helped us to create relevant
marketing goals for a company from the cosmetics industry (Slo)
The client's challenge

Model utilization

• Situation:
• The company does not measure the strength of the brand.
• It sets marketing goals based on subjective assessments.
• Goal:
• Define brand strength and 'levels' where the brand
ineffectively addresses consumers.

Model selection
PRIMARY USER
USAGE
CONSIDERATION
EXPERIENCE
RECOGNITION

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.

• Consumers
recognize a brand
when they see it,
however they do
not test it

XY %
XY %
XY %
XY %

Creating a marketing goal: Consumers need to be encouraged to test the
company's products.
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Example 5: The analysis of the car brand (Slo, Cro) purchase funnel resulted
in better understanding of the purchase process and consumer's points of
dissatisfaction during the purchase process
Challenge
• Situation:
• The company does not know the buying process of consumers
and does not measure the conversion between the individual
stages of the funnel.
• Goal :
• Understanding the shopping funnel and identifying challenges
at individual stages.

Model utilization

Identify the needs

I need a new car. I heard their car
is affordable.

Finding information and comparing
alternatives

Another brand is mentioned on the
forums as a good alternative. I head
to both showrooms for a test drive.

Purchase

Model selection
After sales service

I bought a competitor's car

I have to do regular service.

Identify the needs
Finding information and
comparing alternatives
Purchase
After sales service
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Based on the understanding of the consumer's decision-making and the purchasing
process, we found that consumers know the offering of our customer, however they
are not satisfied with the possibility of test drives (too few vehicles available).
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Example 6: Alliances in entering other markets.
Example 6a: Follow the big customers
Example 6b: Partner with firms that have great market access
Transactional
connection

Goal

Features

• Access to specific preexisting elements of
integration, e.g. sales
channels

• Small-scale
cooperation
• Specific objectives
• Time-limited
cooperation

Strategic partnership

Joint venture

M&A

• Creating total added
value through risk
management,
investments and
resources

• Companies combine
their equity and
establish a joint and
separate company

• One of the companies
takes over the other,
along with intellectual
property, employees
and assets

• Long term cooperation
• Reciprocal relationship
• Coordinated strategy

• Long-term
cooperation, but
limited in time
• Each company
maintains its own
activities and
continues its business
path

• Permanent, legally
binding cooperation
• One of the companies
takes over formal
control of the other

Costs, legal and integration complexity
Low

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.

High
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Example 7: digital strategy, e-commerce strategy
Digital StrategybyDesignTM
Determine

Discover

Deliver

Current strategy

Digital options

Future digital strategy

Express

Assess

Understand current business strategy, its digital
maturity relative to competitors and set digital
aspiration.

Develop

Choose

Help to develop, filter and make an integrated
set of digital choices to support digital aspiration
and business strategy.

Detail

Act

Design a plan and mobilize the organization to
implement the digital strategy.

Understand corporate / BU
strategy & objectives

Assess sector & competitive
environment

Conduct customer research &
analysis

Synthesize opportunities

Design strategic initiatives

Design digital
transformation program

Define digital objectives & value
drivers

Assess current Digital
maturity

Conduct innovation sessions

Design frame for selection
of options

Design operating and business
model

Develop
roadmap

Review digital portfolio

Review leading practice case
studies

Undertake prototyping

Define technology and
architecture requirements

Communicate and engage

Develop stakeholder
experience map

Screen partnership / alliance
options

Conduct financial analysis &
ROI

Clarify digital direction and
aspiration

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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Example 8: An Insight Driven Organization embeds analysis, data and
reasoning into their decision making processes

Strategy

Analytics Vision

People

Data

Technology
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Leadership

Demand &
Prioritisation

Process

Value Drivers &
Business Case

Solution
Architecture

Organisation
Design

Agility &
Scalability

Information
Model & Data
Sources

Stakeholder
Management

Vendor
Management

Talent

Process
Re-engineering

Data Quality &
Management

Operating
Model

Sandboxing &
Industrialising

Change Journey
& Decision
Process

Governance

Data
Monetisation

Innovation

Cloud vs. On
Premise

Knowledge
Management

Benefits
Realisation

Ethics & Sharing

Information
Service
Offerings

Collaboration
mechanisms

Insight to action
plan

Regulation &
Compliance

Security,
Reliability &
Continuity

….

Data
Strategy

Operations &
Maintenance

…
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Example 9: Long-term strategy and balanced growth portfolio

Do not extrapolate

Opportunity
space

Critical beliefs

Domain

Company
2030

Opportunity
space

New

TRANSFORMATIONAL
Developing breakthroughs
and inventing things for
markets that don’t yet exist

Adjacent

Company now

FUTURE

ADJACENT
Expanding from existing business
into “new to the company”
business

Existing

Strategic choices

WHERE TO PLAY
(Markets and Customers)

TODAY

CORE
Optimizing existing products for
existing customers

Domain
Use Existing
Shaping trends
(10-15 years)
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Add Incremental

Develop New

HOW TO WIN
(Products, Technologies and Business Models)
34

Drivers of the future world

Technological

Additive

Artificial

Augmented

Manufacturing

Intelligence

Reality

Competition

Concentration

Crowdsourcing

for Talent

of Wealth

Automation

Data storage

Cloud

Geospatial

Focus on

Internet

Social

Technization of

Technology

Technology

Transparency

of Things

Media

Healthcare

Urbanization

Empowered

Knowledge work

Mass

Next-Gen

Partnership

Migration

workforce

Models

Digitization

Societal

Demand for

DIY Movement

Customization

Women

Environmental

Economical

Data

Industry

Monetization

Consolidation
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Globalization

Resource Price

Resource

Volatility

Scarcity

Climate Change

Sharing Economy

Political

Environmental

Political

Regulatory

Awareness

Fragmentation

Landscape

Social Unrest

Terrorist
Organizations
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From macro trends to shaping trend

Examples of Shaping Trends
Technological
(12)

Political
(4)

Societal
(12)

From Delivery Customers to
Delivery Competitors.

From Durable Products to
Consumable Goods.

From Welcome to
Walls.

From I Want It Soon to
I Want it Now.

From Marketed Sustainability to
Imperative Sustainability.

From ‘Hi Mum’, to ‘Hi Siri’

From Careers to
Hustles.

From the human brain to the
digital brain

Shaping trends

Economical
(4)

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.

Environmental
(3)
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Due to high uncertainty there are multiple scenarios

Selection of measures
is based on level of Crisis

1

Storm
Best case scenario

2

Tornado
Mid-worse case scenario

3

Tsunami
Worst case scenario

• Health care systems are successful in
combating virus spread and pandemic if over
within 2-3 months
• Mid term disruptions on both supply and
demand side
• Government stimulus in place to mitigate
crisis

• Virus remains chronic and returns in autumn
• Long term crisis on both supply and demand
side
• Government stimulus in place but not sufficient
to „kick start” the economy

• Most of population infected and/ or 18
months before situation stabilization
• Disruptive changes to business landscape
• Governments unable to combat economic
depression

• Need for a fact based analytics on possible
impact on 3-6m revenues and P&L
• Blocked supply chain or logistics centers
• Need to reduce temp. labor
• Need to cut down flexible costs
• Need for salary reductions

• Need for a fact based analytics on possible
impact on 12m revenues and P&L
• Need to stop important CAPEX projects
• Blocked regions, borders, absenteeism and
sick leaves crisis
• Strongly negative midterm cash flow
• Need for operations stops
• Need for staff lay-offs

• Need for a fact based analytics on possible
impact on 1-3y revenues and P&L
• Fix costs can not be covered
• Strongly negative long term cash flow
• Need for sell-out of assets and financial
restructuring
• Need to close a part of the business
• Total turnaround program

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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Economic
Impact

Crisis Management Response
Current scope and approach 3 year horizon
Thrive
Breakthrough to
Recover
Next Normal
9-18 months
Regaining
momentum
Respond
Crisis mitigation
and stabilization

Time

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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Medium

1. Staying afloat

2. Accelerating change

3. Rapid Reinvention

Fixed assets, high-contact service, focused on preserving
liquidity
e.g., hotels / airlines

Significant challenges to high contact delivery models but
either essential industry and/or moderate ability to adapt
e.g., education

Existing infrastructure requires a physical footprint but
possible to reinvent delivery models and/or channels
e.g., retailer shifting online

4. Planning to reemerge

5. Pushing traditional
boundaries

6. Rapid Transition

Business models require human contact with low
capacity to adapt, waiting for crisis to pass
e.g., real estate

Largely physical operations and distribution networks
with moderate potential for adaptability
e.g., consumer products

7. Riding the wave

8. Stretching the lead

Products and services essential to society and remain in
demand
e.g., grocery stores

Moderate degree of adaptability and persistent demand
for services
e.g., healthcare

Historically reliant on physical operations but have the
ability to rapidly transition toward new models
e.g., PFS

9. Flourishing
Highly digital infrastructure, opportunity to capture new
markets during the crisis
e.g., cloud providers / streaming giants

Low

CRISIS IMPACT

High

Accelerator: Strategic Orientation map - Understanding our position within
scenarios and our industry

Low
© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.

Medium
READINESS TO THRIVE

High
PowerUP – Growth program for SMEs and startups from the Western Balkans
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Accelerator: Strategic Orientation map - Understanding the most
appropriate levers for our industry
High

Staying Afloat





Improve liquidity
Staying afloat
Reduce costs / shift fixed costs to variable costs
Drive efficiency
Adjust talent models to be more agile

Accelerating Change

 Improve liquidity
 New capability and assets
Accelerating
change
 Reduce costs / shift fixed costs to variable costs Transforming
 Improve liquidity
 Drive efficiency
 Shift infrastructure from physical to digital

Medium

CRISIS IMPACT

Planning to Reemerge






Takeover defense
Undertake portfolio optimization and divestiture
Identify ways to mitigate future risks
Drive efficiency
Prepare employees to operate in the ‘new normal’

Low

Solidify advantage / build permanent barriers
Up sell / cross sell offerings and customers
Acquire ‘cheap’ assets
Drive brand position
Identify ways to mitigate future risks

Low
© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.







Pushing Traditional Boundaries
 Shift pricing models to be more ‘sticky’
 Undertake portfolio optimization and divestiture
 Develop and market products/services more essential to
consumers
 Takeover defense
 Shift infrastructure from physical to digital

Riding the wave






Rapid Reinvention

Rapid Transition
 Develop and market products/services more essential to
consumers
 Identify and capture new markets
 Transform delivery models
 Invest in new capabilities and assets
 Simplify supply chains
 Stimulate cultural shifts

Stretching the lead





Solidify advantage / build permanent barriers
Up sell / cross sell offerings and customers
Acquire ‘cheap’ assets
Drive brand position

Medium

READINESS TO THRIVE

Reduce costs / shift fixed costs to variable costs
Drive efficiency
Shift infrastructure from physical to digital
Recruit new talent / create talent models
Stimulate cultural shifts

Flourishing





Solidify advantage / build permanent barriers
Up sell / cross sell offerings and customers
Acquire ‘cheap’ assets
Drive brand position

High
PowerUP – Growth program for SMEs and startups from the Western Balkans
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Self-diagnostic exercise
We believe that businesses in the recovery phase will be best orchestrated through three critical actions: reflect,
restart, and revitalise. These actions can help businesses to bridge the crisis response to a successful future, by laying
the foundation to thrive in the aftermath of the crisis.

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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Self-diagnostic exercise: Reflect

Are your
customers
aware of the
impacts to your
business?
Are you aware of
the impacts to your
customers?

Are you aware of
how this affects
your business?

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.

• Who are your customers? Have they changed? How well do you know your customer and do
you understand
their needs and wants at this time?
• Are your customers aware of the potential impact or disruption COVID-19 has had on your
business?
• Are you proactively communicating with clients and customers to understand and manage their
expectations?
• Have you checked your contractual obligations with your customers?
• How have customer consumption patterns changed?
• How reliant is your business on direct customer contact to continue trading?
• Are you dependent on a limited number of customers? What are the consequences if they
shut down?
• Do you understand the changes that need to be made to match changing consumer
behaviors over time?
• How has your customers behavior changed in the immediate market, and how can you meet
those changed
• behaviors?
• How do you attract, sell and deliver to customers in an all-virtual world?
• How do you engage with customers with a capacity-constrained on site/virtual customer service
team?
• Has your reputation changed through the crisis, (your actions or your industry)? How will you
optimize or reverse this shift?
• How can you retain and service your existing customers with limited or no physical store fronts?

PowerUP – Growth program for SMEs and startups from the Western Balkans
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Self-diagnostic exercise: Restart

How are you
connecting with
your customer
base effectively?

What are the
customer
opportunities facing
your business?

What are the
channels your
business could
adopt moving
forward?

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.

•
•
•
•

How should your offerings differ between the digital vs. physical customer?
How do you provide a digital equivalent of your existing product or service?
How can you communicate your business changes to your customers as quickly as possible?
How many customers can you have in your business at any one point? Can you change your
demand / supply
profile to enable physical distancing, and are there peaks and troughs of activity which you can
make smoother?

• How do you redefine your customer strategy to take advantage of shifting customer preferences?
How can you sustain your business by shifting your approach in stages to meet these changing
expectations?
• How can you reconnect with your customers from yesterday, whilst maintaining your newly found
customer base of today?
• What are the most promising marketing opportunities your business could capitalize upon?
• How do you build customer trust and loyalty in a digital or blended business model?
• Can you provide additional reassurance over supply compared to your competitors?

• How do you optimize your customer sales and service channels for the ‘new normal’?
• What are the new channels available to your business, which are to be maintained and/or
adapted moving into a
• post-COVID world?
• Can your business meet the needs of remote customers? Is this an area to build out your
business’ capability?
PowerUP – Growth program for SMEs and startups from the Western Balkans
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Agenda

1. What Comes
First? (The
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the year(s) of
Covid-19

5. Wrap up
and followup task
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Next steps – Suggestions for opportunities to explore immediately

1
2
3
4

Find 3 new customer segments or channels you are not addressing yet: What are possible ways of adding more
revenue and creating stronger sales pipeline? Are there segments which are not addressing properly? Are there sales
channels we are not using (enough), e.g. digital channels? Are our competitors doing something we are missing?

Experiment with prices, but protect the revenue. Create 3 ideas, how you could change you prices, e.g. short-term
promotion, frame prices differently, bundle or unbundle offering?
Improve the data and analyses you use. Check if you have all the data (on time and fast) to make business decisions?
What data/analyses are missing and what we can improve in the next days / weeks?

Take advantages of opportunities provided by digitalisation of customers, employees, business partners. Is there an
opportunity to expand our market reach beyond our current markets? Can we change the way we sell, deliver
products/services? What are the opportunities we can take advantage in the next days/weeks?

© 2020 Deloitte. All rights reserved.
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Next steps – Follow-up task
Using learnings from today‘s workshop, prepare an improvement plan for next 6-12 months, taking into account:
o Covid-19 related reality: threats and opportunities
o Create full strategy structure: diagnose, core, implementation plan

o Use one or more tools for creating competitive choices
o Have in mind also cooperation/partnerships, stepping outside of immediate industry and playing macro trends

Keep in mind three key elements of strategy:
a)

Diagnose / Understand

b)

Core elements / Guiding principles

c)

Implementation plan / Set of coherent actions
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